Abstract-In this brief, we consider the nonlinear sampled-data stabilization of dynamically positioned ships. Using the nonlinear sampled-data control theory developed by Nesic et al. and the integrator backstepping technique for the Euler approximate model, we design semiglobally practically asymptotically (SPA) stabilizing controllers. We design both state feedback and output feedback controllers. We give a numerical example to illustrate the design methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION
F ROM THE beginning of the 20th century, the design of control systems for ships has been actively considered. Propotional-integral-derivative (PID) control, linear quadratic optimal control, Kalman filtering, control, sliding mode control, feedback linearization, and etc., have been applied to design control systems (for details see [3] , [13] , and references therein). Recently, nonlinear backstepping design techniques [3] , [14] , the control problems of underactuated dynamic positioning [15] , and the nonlinear observer design technique [7] for ships have been also discussed. The analysis and synthesis of the control problems for ships have been considered based on linear or nonlinear continuous-time models and the design methods of continuous-time controllers have been mainly discussed.
Practical and modern control systems usually use digital computers as discrete-time controllers with samplers [analog-to-digital (A/D) converters] and zero-order holds [digital-to-analog (D/A) converters] to control continuous-time systems [2] . Such a control system involves both continuous-time and discretetime signals in a continuous-time framework and is called a sampled-data system. For linear systems, the sampled-data control theory has been widely studied (for details see [2] and references therein). On the other hand, due to the difficulty to find equivalent and useful discrete-time models of sampled-data nonlinear systems, the sampled-data control theory for nonlinear systems has not been developed compared to linear systems. But recently, the framework to design controllers for nonlinear sampled-data systems based on discrete-time approximate models is proposed [6] , [11] , [12] . Several design methods such as an emulation and controller redesigns of continuous-time controllers [8] , an integrator backstepping for discrete-time nonlinear systems [10] [9] have been proposed to guarantee the stability of nonlinear sampled-data systems. Moreover, the design of nonlinear observers for sampled-data nonlinear systems has been considered based on both discrete-time approximate models and continuous-time models [1] . But as mentioned in [6] , case studies and practical implementations of the controllers designed in the framework of the nonlinear sampled-data systems have not been discussed in the literatures. In this brief we consider the design of semiglobally practically asymptotically (SPA) stabilizing controllers for dynamically positioned ships in this framework. We first design state feedback SPA stabilizing controllers by extending an integrator backstepping technique for nonlinear single-input discrete-time systems [10] to nonlinear multi-input discrete-time systems. Following the approach [3] and [4] , we then design asymptotically convergent nonlinear discrete-time observers for the Euler approximate model and output feedback SPA stabilizing controllers for ships. We give a numerical example to illustrate the design methods. We also summarize the framework for the design of nonlinear sampled-data systems by the Euler approximate model proposed in [6] , [11] , and [12] and we give the extended result of the integrator backstepping method given in [10] to nonlinear multi-input discrete-time systems in the Appendix.
Notations: Let , and be the sets of natural numbers, real numbers and nonnegative real numbers, respectively. Let and . Let be the set of all eigenvalues of a square matrix . Let be the norm of a vector given by . A function is of class if it is continuous, zero at zero and strictly increasing. It is of class if it is of class and unbounded. A function : is of class if for any fixed , the function is of class and for each fixed the function is deceasing to zero as its argument tends to infinity [5] .
II. NONLINEAR SAMPLED-DATA CONTROL FOR SHIPS
In this section, we introduce a mathematical model of a ship for the dynamic positioning (DP) problems and its Euler approximate model. We apply Theorems A.1, A.2, and Remark A.1 in the Appendix to design state feedback SPA stabilizing controllers for a ship. Following the approach [3] and [4] , we then design observers for the Euler approximate model. Combining the designed observers and state feedback SPA stabilizing controllers, we design output feedback SPA stabilizing controllers.
We first introduce the following notations to describe the equation of motion of a ship. Let , , and be the North and the East positions of a ship and the yaw angle (orientation) of a ship, respectively, in the Earth-fixed coordinate system and let , and be linear velocities in surge, sway and the angular velocity in yaw, i.e., , respectively, decomposed in the body-fixed coordinate system. Let and (see Fig. 1 ). In DP problems, the speed of a ship is quite small ( , ,
) and we can assume that the damping forces are linear [3] . Hence, the equation of motion of a dynamically positioned ship can be written as (1) where , , and is the rotation matrix in yaw, is the inertia matrix including hydrodynamic added inertia, is the damping matrix and the control forces and moment are provided by thrusters. Note that and is bounded for any .
Let be a sampling period, and . If we set , , then the exact discrete-time model of (1) is given by and the Euler approximate model of (1) is given by (2) where , , , and again to avoid the complexity of notations. Since is bounded for any and , are constant matrices, it is obvious that is locally Lipschitz in for sufficiently small . Hence, by Remark A.1, if we can find an SPA stabilizing pair for (2) , then the control input , given by the designed controllers, SPA stabilizes the nonlinear sampled-data system (1) with , in the continuous-time sense for sufficiently small . Here we assume that the sampling period is a design parameter and can be assigned arbitrarily.
In the following sections, using (2), we shall design SPA stabilizing controllers for (1) with , in the continuous-time sense. For this purpose, we assume the following: A1) and are available to the controller; A2)
is stable, i.e., . A1 is needed to apply state feedback controllers and A2 is a technical assumption to design observers of the form (9) for a ship, but some small size or middle size ships satisfy this assumption [3] . In the case that A2 is not satisfied, another design method of observers for continuous-time model of a ship is given in [16] . In the rest of this section, we set and , where are chosen such that for . Using the input transformation , the Euler approximate model (2) can be rewritten as (3) (4) Note that the system (3) and (4) is of the form (27) and (28) (3) and (4) is given by (5) and , where is arbitrary, , and . In this case the closed-loop system (3)- (5) is given by (6) where , , and
Note also that in this case the condition (23) is rewritten as
Then by Theorem A.1, we have the following. (9) is an observer of the system (2) and (8) where .
Proofs of Lemma 2.2 and the following theorem are given in the Appendix. Combining the observer (9) and a state feedback controller that is a part of the SPA stabilizing pair for the system (10) we shall design observer-based output feedback SPA stabilizing controllers for the exact discrete-time model. Hence by Theorem A.1 and Remark A.1 we have the following. Theorem 2.1: Assume A2 and the conditions in Lemma 2.2. Then there exists such that for any the output feedback controller (9) and (11) (12) SPA stabilizes the system (1) and (8) with , in the continuous-time sense where is arbitrary, , , and .
III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Consider the equation of motion (13) for the supply vessel in Example 11.5 in [3] , where , , the non-dimensional inertia matrix and the non-dimensional damping matrix are given by respectively, and we assume that the control input is realized by , . Then we have and if we set the sampling period 200 ms, then we obtain . For the system (13) with , we shall design output feedback SPA stabilizing controllers. We first design an observer for the Euler approximate model of (13 (14) is satisfied for any . We set and . Then we have . Since for some and for any with , the condition (17) is also satisfied for any . Hence, we can apply the output feedback controller (9) and (11) to the system (13). Let and be an initial condition of (13) and let be an initial condition of the designed output feedback controller. In Fig. 2 , the solid line expresses the trajectory of the North-East position of the ship and the symbol like a ship expresses the attitude of the ship at every 0.5 s. As we see Fig. 2 , the designed output feedback controller stabilizes the ship. We now give a comparison of the designed output feedback SPA stabilizing controllers and the Euler approximation of continuous-time output feedback stabilizing controllers designed by a backstepping technique and a nonlinear observers [3] , [5] . The time responses of the yaw angle and the trajectories of the ship are not different so much for both controllers. We can set the sampling period until 600 ms to design the output feedback SPA stabilizing controller (9) and (11) . On the other hand, until 380 ms we can find the Euler approximation of continuous-time output feedback stabilizing controllers. Hence there is a possibility that the controller design based on the Euler approximate model makes a sampling period longer than the controller design based on the continuous-time model.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this brief, we have considered the nonlinear sampled-data stabilization for dynamically positioned ships. Applying the design methods of nonlinear sampled-data systems proposed in [6] , [11] , and [12] , we have designed SPA stabilizing controllers. We have also given a numerical example to illustrate the design methods. The results in this brief are an extension of the results in [3] and [4] to nonlinear sampled-data systems. (2) and (8), where is given by the output feedback controller (9) and (11), , , and . Let and . Then the closed-loop system (2) and (8) with (9) and (11) can be written as (15) where is given by (7) and (16) Then we want to show that the conditions (22)- (25) [6] , [10] - [12] .
Consider the nonlinear continuous-time system (18) where is the state, is the control input realized through a zero-order hold, i.e., , and is a sampling period. Here we assume that for each initial condition and each constant control, there exists a unique solution of (18) defined on some bounded interval of the form . We also assume that the sampling period is a design parameter and can be assigned arbitrarily.
The difference equations corresponding to the exact discretetime model and the Euler approximate model of (18) 
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